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these boundaries. Too often, historical work on

Western European societies and was replaced by

Central and Eastern Europe is artificially and her‐

status based on ostentation, wealth, and merit. In

metically sealed from the comparative perspec‐

Eastern and Central Europe, where the nobility
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remained most vibrant and met with few legal

fills this gap. Whatever the stresses and strains
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faced by the nobility in different regions, they re‐

only by the triple challenge of modernization and
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er and the quality of noble life, particularly be‐

The European Nobilities is an excellent com‐

tween the societies of the East and the West. Land

parative exploration of the European nobility

tenure, the laws of inheritance, and the formal

over the course of the seventeenth and eighteenth

rules and customs of ennoblement all reinforced

centuries, and fills a lacuna in the current re‐

the divergence of noble experience in any given

search on the nobility. With detailed, scholarly es‐

society. Noble landed power in the East was in

says it does a great service in bringing out the
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broad characteristics of the nobility across the

demesne land by means of unfree rural labor.

continent, and will certainly be of interest and use

Scott to some degree smoothes over this differ‐

to readers of both Habsburg and Western history.

ence by suggesting that this system of unfree la‐
bor was not as universal, uniform, or even ineffi‐
cient as has been supposed. However, there is lit‐
tle doubt that this economic system concentrated
in the East was a central plank of noble power
and contributed significantly to its resilience. It is
in fact in the East that the general conclusions of
this two volume work are most convincingly
borne out. The continuity of noble influence rest‐
ed not simply on adaptability, but on the solid
foundations of traditional noble power and
wealth established in the seventeenth and eigh‐
teenth centuries.
In describing the limits of research on the no‐
bility, Scott himself admits to the omissions in the
collection. In the interest of exploring the ques‐
tions of the foundation and continuity of noble
power, other elements of noble life are left rela‐
tively unexplored in the essays, particularly the
cultural milieu of the nobility, patronage, and the
contours of the nobility's relationship with reli‐
gious institutions. Other gaps are a result of the
limitations on available sources rather than any
intent of the authors. The obvious concentration
in most essays on the upper nobility or aristocra‐
cy is a necessary result of the number of sources
available for this group, its visibility and position,
and the relative dearth of comparable collections
for the lower nobility. Both volumes include a use‐
ful annotated bibliographical guide to further
reading. The footnotes included in the text vary
considerably by essay, but tend to be limited to di‐
rect textual references.
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